Loss of ubiquitin binding is a unifying mechanism by which mutations of SQSTM1 cause Paget's disease of bone.
Ubiquitin-associated (UBA) domain mutations of SQSTM1 are an important cause of Paget's disease of bone (PDB), which is a human skeletal disorder characterized by abnormal bone turnover. We previously showed that, when introduced into the full-length SQSTM1 protein, the disease-causing P392L, M404V, G411S, and G425R missense mutations and the E396X truncating mutation (representative of all of the SQSTM1 truncating mutations) cause a generalized loss of monoubiquitin binding and impaired K48-linked polyubiquitin binding at physiological temperature. Here, we show that the remaining three known PDB missense mutations, P387L, S399P, and M404T, have similar deleterious effects on monoubiquitin binding and K48-linked polyubiquitin binding by SQSTM1. The P387L mutation affects an apparently unstructured region at the N terminus of the UBA domain, some five residues from the start of the first helix, which is dispensable for polyubiquitin binding by the isolated UBA domain. Our findings support the proposal that the disease mechanism in PDB with SQSTM1 mutations involves a common loss of ubiquitin binding function of SQSTM1 and implicate a sequence extrinsic to the compact globular region of the UBA domain as a critical determinant of ubiquitin recognition by the full-length SQSTM1 protein.